ELECTRONIC SCRAP PROCESSING

SSI manufactures shredders and automated systems to efficiently process all varieties of electronic scrap for recycling, reclamation and recovery.

Since 1980, SSI has designed and implemented effective e-scrap processing solutions worldwide. With capacities from 2 - 15 tons per hour, many of the world’s largest e-scrap processing facilities employ “automated material recovery systems” from SSI, to extract marketable materials.

E-SCRAP MATERIALS & SOLUTIONS

- Commercial E-Scrap (Network Servers, Printers, Mainframes, Copy Machines, etc.)
- Consumer E-Scrap (PCs, Home Audio Equipment, Desktop Printers, TV’s, Cell Phones, etc.)
- Hard-drives and PWBs
- Product and Security Destruction
- Size Reduction
- Material Liberation and Separation
- Precious Metal Recovery

MULTIPLE PRODUCT LINES

- Fully integrated material recovery systems for automated e-scrap processing
- Primary shredders for commercial e-scrap processing
- Purpose-built shredders for hard-drives and printed wire boards
- Sizing shredders to prepare pre-shredded commercial scrap and whole consumer grade scrap (PCs, home audio equipment, desktop printers, etc.) for introduction into automated material recovery systems

WHAT IS AN AUTOMATED RECOVERY SYSTEM?

Automated Recovery Systems process either whole consumer grade e-scrap (desktop items, PCs, etc.) or consumer and commercial grade e-scrap (almost anything with a plug on it) with little or no disassembly and then separate output streams into marketable material fractions.
#1 PRIMARY SHREDDING SYSTEM
#2 PRE-SORT SYSTEM
#3 PRIMARY SIZING SYSTEM
#4 EDDY CURRENT SYSTEM
#5 NON-METALLIC SORTING SYSTEM
#6 METAL REFINEMENT SYSTEM